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Abstract: Protein structures involving gene duplication and gene fusion events can be highly illuminated, and researchers have long sought fundamental explanations for evolutionary origins of duplicated protein structures. How a peptide containing two similar domains, we called it Gemini gene/protein, evolved. For examples, the structure of 1vk6 (NADH pyrophosphatase) consists of two structurally similar domains, and the N-terminal domain holds a rudiment Nudix fold, while the C-terminal domain has the canonical Nudix fold. In this paper, we show several examples of two similar domains in one single peptide. Our work focused on the protein structural consequences after the duplication-fusion events in gene innovation, which may help further understand a gene or protein domain’s evolutionary fate after gene duplication event.
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1. Introduction

More than forty years ago, Susumu Ohno stated the gene duplication was the most important factor underlying genome evolution (Ohno, 1970). The most common fate of gene duplication appears to be the simple silencing of one member of the pair (non-functionalization or pseudogenization). A second outcome may be that one copy acquires a novel function (neo-functionalization) with the other one retaining the original function. Another possibility is that the ancestral functions are split between the duplicated gene pairs (sub-functionalization). However, gene fusion and fission events are common during the evolutionary process, and these events have been observed in various organisms Duplication events often result in protein domains which can be regulated separately. Fusion genes, also known as chimeric genes, are formed when the reading frames of two or more genes are joined by recombination events (Leonard et al., 2012). In the fields of protein structure analysis that one of the major mechanisms by which proteins evolve is through gene duplication and modification of the resulting duplicated gene products. Many proteins contain domains that have clearly arisen through duplication and fusion events. The duplication event could overwrite a stop codon, a fusion between two duplicates of the same gene can be created. Depending on the subsequent fate of the two copies, this can have little or no effect on the structure or result in such large changes that the relationship between the novel protein and its ancestor can be obscured completely (Leonard et al., 2012). The human kua-UEV (Long, 2000) and the double MutT/Nudix domain protein (Lin et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009) are examples. Gene fusion events, the recombination of domains at the protein level, played important roles in building the initial gene structure. Generally, a gene duplication-fusion event is a process that a gene duplication event is followed by a gene fusion event (Cousineau et al., 1997). Two enzymes in the pathway of histidine biosynthesis, HisA and HisF, from a hyperthermophile bacterium Thermotoga maritime possess an eightfold alpha/beta barrel structure known as the TIM (Triosephosphate IsoMerase) barrel. The structure evolved from a duplication-fusion event of the gene of a common half-barrel ancestor, followed by diversification of catalytic function; the ancestral barrel structure was probably a homodimer consisting of two identical half barrels (Lang et al., 2000).

Circular permutations are a frequent event in molecular evolution, and they have been observed in many protein families and superfamilies (Lindqvist et al., 1997). The evolutionary mechanisms of circular permutation in DNA methyltransferase genes (Jeltsch, 1999) and tyrosine phosphatase superfamilies (Huang, 2003) have been illustrated. However, circular permutation can perturb local tertiary structure, resulting in improved protein catalytic activity. Protein engineering has benefits of reorganizing the polypeptide chain of a protein by circular permutation (Yu et al., 2011).

In this paper, we show five examples of two similar domains in one single peptide form different protein families. Our work focused on the protein structural consequences after the duplication-fusion events, which may help to further understand a gene or protein domain’s evolutionary fate after gene
duplication events. We describe the effects that these events can have on protein structures and study the examples of each type of event that have been observed. Finally, we synthesize a general evolutionary model of the protein sequences with two similar structures.

2. Material and Methods

The structural data are from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), and the PDB codes of three-dimensional structures are 1jsg, 1vk6, 2ch4, 1wv3 and 1vgl. All structural classification of structures that obtained from the PDB database was done by SCOP and CATH database (Lewis et al., 2013). The structures were visualized by Raswin program and structure superimpose was performed by VMD software. To obtain an alignment, we linked that some segment to its C-terminal and some large insertion regions in sequence have been deleted. The results of structure superposition and structure-based alignments obtained from different programs are checked by graphics. The sequences of from PDB are taken as the seeds with which to search the Uniprot by PSI-Blast (Altschul et al., 2009). E-values \( \leq 0.005 \) are used in the database searches. The sequences hit by seeds are analyzed and aligned by the ClustalW program (Thompson et al., 2012). The sequence is divided into four putative fragments, subdomain I, II, III, and IV, based on its structures. All four fragments are aligned by ClustalW, and they are linked in different orders. These fragments with the different orders are aligned with the different sequences.

3. Results

3.1 Common domain duplication and fusion of proteins of oncogene products and Nudix fold

The crystal structure 1jsg of protein p14-TCL1 (Hoh et al., 1998), an oncogene product from Homo sapiens involved in T-cell prolymphocytic leukemia, consists of two structurally similar domains. The crystal structure of 1jsg N-terminal domain (1jsg chain a: 12-57) and C-terminal domain (1jsg chain a: 70-114) proved that the two domains have similar structures and possess a half beta barrel. Moreover, the two domains’ sequences were aligned based on structures showed that the region overlapped with 39 equal residues between two structures, having a RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) value equal to 1.85 angstroms. The high sequence identity (87%) revealed significant similarity between two structures. Two similar structures are in one single molecule and form a beta barrel. Because of sequences’ similarity between two domains, it is more likely that the two domains are homologues from an ancient common ancestor. This molecule was caused by an ancient gene duplication-fusion event. In this scenario, the fusion event occurred after gene duplication event forming the beta barrel. The structure of 1vk6 (NADH pyrophosphatase) consists of two structurally similar domains, and the N-terminal domain holds a rudiment Nudix fold, while the C-terminal domain has the canonical Nudix fold. The two individual domains underwent different fates and the molecule was result from an ancient gene duplication-fusion event. In this scenario, the fusion event occurred after gene duplication event forming the double Nudix domain protein (Figure 1).

3.2 Identical Domain Insertion

Figure 2 Identical domain insertion (A) two obvious similar structures in one chain; blue: linker regions (B) structure superimpose of two protein domains. red: the inserted domain (2vgl m: 284-393); yellow: the domain (2vgl m: 170-283, 392-409) was inserted by another identical one; N, N1, and N2: N-terminal; C, C1, and C2: C-terminal.
The structure of 2vgl (Collins et al., 2002) is an example of identical domain insertion (IDI). The IDI event (Figure 2) is one domain inserted by an identical domain in protein sequence and formed a dimer structure. The adaptor complexes medium subunit domain (1vgl) is similar to that found in cytochrome f and certain transcription factors and the domain found at the C-terminus of the mu subunit from various clathrin adaptors (AP1, AP2 and AP3). The C-terminal domain has an immunoglobulin-like beta-sandwich fold consisting of 9 strands in 2 sheets with a Greek key topology and Adaptor complexes medium subunit family also contains members which are coatamer subunits (Figure 3).

The mu subunit possesses a conserved N-terminal domain which may be the region of interaction with other AP proteins and a less conserved C-terminal domain (Figure 3). Tandem duplication, a mutational process for DNA molecules in which a short stretch of DNA is transformed into several adjacent copies, is not well understood, unequal recombination is widely thought as the key biological mechanism responsible for it (Fitch, 1977). However, the evolution process of IDI event remains unclear.

3.3 Circular permutation process in two-domain proteins

The structures of 2ch4 and 1wv3 are the protein structure involved in domain duplication and circular permutation events (Figure 4). Circular permutations are a frequent event in molecular evolution, and they have been observed in many protein families and superfamilies. The 1wv3 protein’s N-terminal domain is original domain while C-terminal one is circular permuted (Figure 4B).

The CheW proteins (PDB:2ch4 chain w) interact with the methyl accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) and relay signals to CheY and are part of the chemotaxis signaling mechanism in bacteria. This protein affects flageller rotation containing a domain composed of two beta-sheet subdomains, each of which forms a five-stranded beta-barrel around the hydrophobic core. The CheW domain is an around 150-residue domain involved in the two-component signaling systems regulating bacterial chemotaxis. The CheW protein contains two OB-fold domains, and the canonical domain inserted into the circular permuted one (Figure 4A). Some of proteins with circular permutation have been confirmed to be the results of divergent evolution (Malone et al., 1995; Ponting et al., 1995; Lupas, 1996). However, because of sequences’ similarity between two domains, it is more likely that the two domains are homologues from an ancient common ancestor. A possible evolution scenario is the full ancestral gene of the protein that had contained in transcript unit with three or four genes, such as I-II-III-IV-I-II-III-IV-I-II-III-IV, can be formed by two-round gene duplication and fusion events. The protein molecule can be obtained by reading this transcript unit in a reading frame with bold-type numbered subdomains (IV-I-II-III-IV-I-II-III). Thus, the CheW protein family may have resulted from an ancestral gene by the duplications, fusions, and circular permutations. The circular permutation in the CheW protein is similar to the circular permutation in DNA methyltransferases described by Jeltsch (Jeltsch, 1999). The evolutionary mechanism in the CheW protein can be used to explain how the two similar circular permuted domains in a single peptide can be formed by circular permutations during molecular evolution.
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The importance of gene duplication in evolution has long been recognized, and three evolutionary consequences of duplicated genes have been described. Furthermore, the evolutionary mechanism of circular permutation in DNA methyltransferase genes has been illustrated (Jeltsch, 1999). The author’s work differ from former work is that our paper focus on the phenomena of two similar protein domains in a single peptide. Three type two-domain containing peptides were listed, including common domain duplication-fusion, identical domain insertion and circular permuted two-domain proteins (Figure 5).

Figure 5  Three structural consequences after protein domain duplication events (A) protein domain ancestor (B)(C)(D) different results of domain architectures after domain duplication. I, II, II, and IV: putative subdomains of the protein domains
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